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Executive Summary 

 
In this first technical report the existing structural conditions of Dulles Town Center 
Building One are analyzed and discussed through a series of detailed descriptions and 
figures of the foundation, floor, column, and lateral systems. Current standards and 
designer standards will be used to help explain the design.  
 
Building One is primarily a reinforced concrete structure.  The structure uses caisson, 
slab on grade, concrete column, flat slab, and post-tension beam and non-post-tension 
one-way slab systems.  Hollow structural steel (HSS) is also used as support for the 
curtain wall system along the east face.  Lateral loads are resisted by ordinary 
reinforced concrete moment frames in the East-West direction and eccentrically braced 
frames made of HSS members in the North-South directions. 
 
Seismic loads were calculated using the Equivalent Lateral Force Procedure, which is 
found in ASCE 7-05, Section 12.8.  Through the use of diagrams, tables, and equation 
12.8-1, the base shear was calculated.  With the base shear and equation 12.8-12, the 
seismic shear at each floor was determined.  Due to the location of Dulles Town Center 
Building One and the type of lateral force resisting system utilized, seismic loads did 
not control.  This differed from the findings of the engineer. When compared to the 
loads used by the designer, the seismic base shear I obtained was much lower.  Possible 
reasons will be explained later in the report. 
 
A wind analysis was also performed using the Analytical Procedure outlined in ASCE 
7-05, Section 6.5.  The building’s west face is slightly curved, but for calculation 
purposes it was conservative to assume the building to be rectangular.  After the base 
shear was calculated, it was determined that wind loads controlled. 
 
Finally, spot checks were conducted on a typical continuous beam, floor slab, and 
column.  The post-tensioned continuous beam was analyzed as a non-post-tensioned 
beam and failed in all three spans proving that post-tensioning is needed for the long 
spans.  The one-way slab system was checked, as well, and my calculations for the 
reinforcement came close to the current design. The thickness of the slab, however, was 
not thick enough.  The column was analyzed with only considering gravity loads and 
ended up being considered as overdesigned.  Reasons for these conclusions will be 
discussed later in the report.     
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Introduction 
 
The Dulles Town Center Building One project consists of seven stories of office space 
above grade and one story below grade that includes rentable space, storage, 
mechanical rooms, a loading area, a trash room, building service offices, and a workout 
space.  It is located in Dulles, Virginia; five minutes north of Dulles International 
Airport and 25 miles outside of Washington, D.C.  The building’s architectural use of 
precast concrete and glass curtain-wall have helped set the tone for the modernist 
themes conveyed along the Route 28 corridor.  At night, this building is one of the most 
recognizable buildings along Route 28 with its linear neon focal points. 
 
The building is approximately 202,000 square feet and reaches a height of 118 feet above 
grade.  The building has an open floor plan and an average floor-to-floor height of 12’-
6” making it ideal for office space.  A typical bay is 20 feet by 40 feet, and consists of a 
post-tension concrete beam and non-post-tension one-way slab system.   
 
The post-tension concrete beams allow for long spans and an open floor area, making it 
flexible for any tenant.  The large bays, however, place large loads on the beams and in 
effect, post-tensioning is needed.  Large bays leave little room for a lateral system.  This 
report will begin to focus on these issues through the use of simplified and detailed 
analysis. 
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Structural System Overview 

Foundation 
The foundation system consists of a slab on grade with strap beams and caissons.  The 
slab is 5” thick and reinforced with 6x6 – W2.0xW2.0 welded wire fabric.  It sits on a 6 
mil. polyethylene vapor barrier over 6” of washed, crushed stone.  Strap beams ranging 
from 24”x 36” to 48”x 48” rest on a 2’-0” thick foundation wall to help support the slab 
at grade changes.  The cast-in-place caissons are capped with reinforced concrete and 
have shaft diameters that range from 30” to 75”. 

 
Columns 
The vertical supporting elements are reinforced rectangular concrete columns with 
widths that range from 1’-0” to 9’-2”.  These 12” x 110” columns help support the 
stairwell and could act as small shear walls.  Vertical reinforcement ranges in size from 
#8 to #11 rebar with #3 horizontal stirrups.   The typical column is 24” x 24” with 
reinforcement consisting of (8) #8 vertical rebar, (3) #3 stirrups spaced at 3” on center, 
and a hooked dowel extending 2’-6”minimum into the floor slab.  These columns are 
also used for lateral resistance. 

 
Floor Systems 
The ground floor is flat slab construction consisting of an 8” thick slab with a bottom 
bar mat of #4 rebar at 10” on center each way.  At column locations there are 5 ½” drop 
panels and heavy reinforcement.  The typical floor is a post-tensioned beam and non-
post-tensioned one-way slab system.  The 7” thick slab is of normal weight with 
continuous edge drops that are 3’ wide and 5 ½” deep along the east face to help 
support the precast concrete and ribbon window façade.  The typical bay size is 20’ x 40’ 
with a typical beam length of 40’.  Slab reinforcement consists of #4 top bars spaced at 
6” on center and #4 bottom bars at 12” on center.  Reinforced concrete beams are 
located at stairwells and elevator shafts.  The second-floor is unique in that steel C and 
HSS members cantilever over the east entrance to support the curtain wall above.  The 
penthouse floor system is the same as the typical system, but has a 9” thick slab due to 
mechanical equipment. 
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Lateral System 
The lateral resistance system is comprised predominantly of concrete moment frames 
with typical columns being 24” x 24”.  In addition, there is an eccentrically braced steel 
frame, or K-Brace, located on the roof within the architectural fin.  This consists mostly 
of galvanized steel HSS members connected by fillet welds.  The K-Brace is fillet welded 
to a 12” x 1’-0” x ½” steel plate tied into the concrete roof with (4) ¾” dia. x 12” 
galvanized lightgage studs. 
 

Typical Floor - Concrete Moment Frame  

 
Figure 1 

Roof System 
The typical roof system also consists of a post-tension beam and non-post-tension one-
way slab system.  This typical roof system is just like the typical floor system in 
thickness, reinforcement, bay size, and beam length.  Slab areas that support mechanical 
equipment, however, are 9” thick and have #5 top bars at 8” on center and #4 bottom 
bars at 6” on center. The penthouse roof differs with its 8” thick slab and #6 top bar- 
and #5 bottom bar- reinforcement at 12” on center.  
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Material Strengths 
 
Concrete 
Typical Post-Tension Beam and 
 Non-post-tensioned one-way slab construction……………………..f’c = 5,000 psi 
Columns (Cellar – Level 3)……………………………………………………..f’c = 5,000 psi 
Columns (Level 3 – Roof)……………………………………………………....f’c = 4,000 psi 
Penthouse roof slab……………………………………………………………..f’c = 4,000 psi 
Beams…………………………………………………………………………….f’c = 4,000 psi 
Slab on grade…………………………………………………………………….f’c = 3,500 psi 
Walls and piers………………………………………………………………….f’c = 3,000 psi 
Caissons………………………………………………………………………….f’c = 3,000 psi 
Grade beams…………………………………………………………………….f’c = 3,000 psi 
All other concrete……………………………………………………………….f’c = 3,000 psi 

 
Reinforcement 
Welded Wire Fabric…………………………………………………………….Fy = 70,000 psi 
Reinforcing bars………………………………………………………………...Fy = 60,000 psi 
Column and pier ties…………………………………………………………...Fy = 40,000 psi 

 
Structural Steel 
Wide flange shapes…………………………………………………………….. Fy = 50,000 psi 
Hollow Structural Steel (HSS)………………………………………………….Fy = 50,000 psi 
Channels………………………………………………………………………….Fy = 36,000 psi 
Angles…………………………………………………………………………….Fy = 36,000 psi  
Plates……………………………………………………………………………...Fy = 36,000 psi 
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Codes 
 

• Original Design: 
Building Code 
BOCA, National Building Code, 1996 
Virginia Uniform Statewide Building Code 
 

Concrete 
American Concrete Institute (ACI), ACI 318 
 

Lateral Loads 
BOCA, National Building Code, 1996 
 

Design Loads and Standards 
BOCA, National Building Code, 1996 
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), ASCE 7 
CABO ANSI A-117  
 

• Substitutions for Thesis Analysis: 
Building Code 
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), ASCE 7-05 
International Building Code (IBC) 2006 
 

Concrete 
American Concrete Institute (ACI), ACI 318-08 
 

Lateral Loads 
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), ASCE 7-05 

 
Design Loads and Standards 
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) ASCE 7-05 
International Building Code (IBC) 2006 
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Dead Loads and Live Loads 
 
Dead Loads 
The following weights were calculated using 150 pcf for reinforced concrete, an 
assumed 15 psf for ceiling load, an assumed 15 psf for the curtain wall system, an 
assumed 3 psf for metal paneling, and the designated linear weights for steel members. 
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Live Loads 
 
Below are the only live loads used for this report’s analyses.  The designer also used 150 
lb/ft2 for mechanical, 125 lb/ft2 for the elevator machine room, and 100 lb/ft2 for slab 
on grade. 
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Lateral Loading 
 

• Seismic Loads: ASCE 7-05, Chapter 12 
Seismic Forces were determined using the Equivalent Lateral Force Procedure 
found in Section 12.8.  The base shear that I calculated was much smaller than 
that of the designer’s.  This can be explained by a few possible causes; the use of 
different codes, my assumptions on material weights, and my interpretation of 
the moment-resisting frame system being utilized.  I assumed the system was 
made up mainly of ordinary reinforced concrete moment frames, which alters 
the response modification coefficient to be smaller than that of the designer’s.  
This change in R ultimately lowered the base shear, enabling wind loads to 
control.  Calculations can be found in the Appendix of this report.  Refer to the 
following tables for variables used and seismic loads. 

Variables Used 
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Seismic Loads 

 
 

• Wind Loads: ASCE 7-05, Chapter 6 
Wind loads for each level were calculated using the Analytical Procedure found 
in Section 6.5.  Using Equation 6-19, wind loads were determined and used to 
find the base shear.  This shear was higher than that of the seismic base shear and 
thus controlled.  My wind calculations were similar to those of the designer 
which means my assumptions and analysis method were similar.  Refer to the 
following tables for variables used and wind loads.  Refer to Figure 2 and Figure 
3 for wind loading.  Blue denotes windward forces and red denotes leeward 
forces.   

 
 

Variables Used for All Directions 
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Variables Used 

 
 

Wind Loads 

 
East-West Wind Diagram 

 
Figure 2 
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Variables Used 

 
 

Wind Loads 

 
 North-South Wind Diagram 

 
Figure 3 
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Preliminary Design Analysis 
 
Gravity Load Spot Checks 
 
For the spot checks I analyzed the three most common structural components of this 
building; a column, a continuous beam, and a one-way slab.   
 
A column on the second floor was considered in this analysis.  Load combinations such 
as 1.2D + 1.6L + .5S and 1.2D and 1.6L were used to find gravity loads on the member.  
Even without live load reduction, it was determined that the column was over-designed 
by about 600 kips.  A possible reason could be that forces unaccounted for add load to 
this column.  The use of different codes could also be a factor.   
 
The continuous beam was analyzed as a typical reinforced continuous beam with no 
post-tensioning.  My shear calculation seemed to be higher in all three spans than that 
of the original designer.  This was seen in my shear reinforcement calculations requiring 
more stirrups than the beam schedule showed.  My calculations also showed that the 
spans would fail if only typically reinforced, proving the necessity of post-tensioning.  
The outcome of the shear could possibly be because I used 1.2D + 1.6L instead of 
another, older, load combination.  The post-tensioning of the continuous beam will be 
analyzed further later in the thesis process. 
 
Using the Direct Design Method to analyze the slab, two things were concluded.  The 
present reinforcement of #4 top bars at 6 inches on center and #4 bottom bars at 12 
inches on center both support the moments calculated at their respective places in the 
slab.  The minimum thickness for the slab supported on the beam came out to be larger 
than that of the actual slab.  The only way to get the required thickness down would be 
to increase β, which you cannot do without changing the bay size, therefore I conclude 
this is due to code changes. 
 
Refer to Figure 4 in Appendix for locations and calculations of slab, beam, and column. 
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Appendix A 
Calculations 
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Seismic 
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Wind
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Spot Checks 
 

 
 

Figure 4 
 

Above is a diagram of where in the building my spot checks were conducted. 
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Continuous Beam 
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Appendix B 
Photos 
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Rendering of Southwest Wiew 

 
 

Northwest View 
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East View 

 
 
 
 

Northeast View at Night 

 


